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not

no

don’t

7.



us

her

you

8.



but

that

and

9.



When

What

Where

10.



is

are

am

11.



but

this

or

12.



a

at

an

13.



have got

got having

has get

14.



him

you

her

15.



can to play

can play

can playing

16.



When

What

Who

17.



didn’t go

no went

don’t go

18.



am studying

studied

study

19.



much are

many are

mush is

20.



learning about the wildlife

interested in the plants

Writing a book about herself

Huda is staying in the rainforest because she is ____.



seeing monkeys jumping in the trees

hearing many unusual sounds

thinking about home

What stopped Huda sleeping when she arrived in 

the forest?



see the cats that are in the rainforest

take good photographs of monkeys

write about the rainforest plants

What does Huda plan to do?



by the water

when they are sleeping

at night

Huda thinks she can see jaguars ____.



dangerous animals

someone staying

loud noises at night

This story is about ____ in the rainforest.



Ghana

Ethiopia

Egypt

Which country does the Sahara Desert cover part of?



can’t believe how hot it gets there

The Sahara Desert is a difficult place to stay because 

people ____.

find it difficult to buy the things that 

they need

don’t know about the dangerous 
animals



sleep on top of rocks

can make people sick

can’t find enough food

Some of the animals in the desert ____.



watches for snakes that could hurt it 

moves around to look for food

stays still to keep cool

What does the addax do during the day?



weather and temperatures

animals and nature

people and countries

The text is mainly about ___ in the Sahara Desert.



He had a week off from school.

He read about zoos in a book.

He wanted to study the animals.

Why did the speaker want to go to the zoo?



their natural home

the zoo

special animal reserves

Where does the book say is the perfect place for 

animals to live?



came from Egypt

liked the guide

seemed unhappy

The animals at the zoo ____.



to learn how to take care of unusual pet

Why did rich people want the animals?

to show that they could buy expensive 

things

to give them a better home than 

they had before



They don’t have enough trees.

They were too still.

They are eating too much.

Why is the author worried about the lions?



They are too small.

They are not good to visit.

They are like the wild.

What does the speaker say about zoos?



stories from a zoo guide

going to the zoo with friends

how bad zoos are for animals

What is the text about?


